Looking for more fun? Each Page includes a Seek-and-Find activity!
An Agricultural Manager is the boss at a farm.
Software Developer

A Software Developer makes new ways to use a computer.

Looking for more fun?
How many 1’s can you find hidden in the binary code?
Chemical Engineer

A Chemical Engineer figures out how to make new chemicals.

Looking for more fun?
Find the 5 hidden
A Financial Manager is responsible for budgets.

Looking for more fun?
Find the 5 hidden pens!
Police Officer

A Police Officer helps keep people safe.

OWEN NEEDS YOUR HELP!
Assist the Police Officer and find Owen's missing backpack!
Registered Nurse

A Registered Nurse helps a doctor take care of sick people.

Looking for more fun?
Find the 5 hidden RNs!
A Robotics Technician fixes broken robots in a factory.

Looking for more fun?
Find the 5 hidden 😊
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Truck Driver

A Truck Driver moves goods from place to place.

Looking for more fun?
Find the 5 hidden Ohio
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I want to be a...

...when I grow up!

Draw a picture of yourself!